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(i) 
ABSTRACT 
The main object of this thesis is to study the 
following extremal problem in number theory: Let n and 
k be integers satisfying n ~ k ~ 3. Denote by f(n~k) 
the largest positive integer for which there exists a set · 
S of f(n,k) integers satisfying 
(i) Sf { 1,2, ••. ,n } and 
(ii) no k numbers in S have pairwise 
the same greatest common divisor. 
We investigate the behaviour of f(n,k) in the 
case where k ~ ~ with n. In particular we obtain 
estimates for f(n,[logan]) for fixed a> 0 and f(n,[na]) 
for fixed a, 0 < a < 1~ 
In the course of our investigations we make use 
of certain intersection theorems for systems of finite 
sets. We also include a number of new results concerning 
these theorems. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
The main object of · this thesis . is to study the 
following extremal problem in number . theory: Let n and k 
be integers satisfying n > k > 3. Denote by f(n,k) the . 
largest positive integer for which there exists a set s of . 
f(n,k) integers satisfying 
(i) sE {1,2. .• ,n } and 
(ii) no k numbers in S have pairwise the same 
greatest common divisor. 
The deter~ination of f(n,k) appears to be a difficult problem 
and at the present time the existing upper and lower bounds . 
for f(n,k) are quite far apart. The various papers that have 
appeared on the subject haye been devoted primarily to the 
obtaining of estimates for f(n,k) for small . fixed k and 
large n. In this thesis . we investigate the . behaviour of 
f(n,k) in the case where k + ~ with n. Our results, however, 
are by no means complete and much work still remains to be 
done, 
In the . course of . our investigations we make use 
of certain results concerning a combinatorial theorem of ErdHs 
and Rado [4]. The Erd6s-Rado theorem can be formulated as 
follows: Let n and k be po~itive integers with k ~ 3. 
Then there exists a least integer ~(n,k) such that if } 
.  
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is a family of more than $(n,k) sets, each set . with n 
elements, then some k members of 3 have pairwise the same 
intersection. That this theorem is closely related to the 
number-theoretic problem formulated above can be . seen as 
follows: Let Jt • { A P A , .•• ,A } be · a family of distinct 
1 2 t 
sets, no k of which have pairwise the same intersection. 
Let Ai - { a1 • a2'. • . • a e } and let p 1 ' P2, 0 • 0 ' p be e 
distinct primes. Then among the t numbers Nl, N2, ... ' . 
where N 
-
IT pj D there do not exist . k numbers i 
aj £ Ai 
which have pairwise the . same . grea~est common divisor. On 
the other . hand if · k members of } have pairwise the same 
intersection then k of the numbers N1 , N2 , . . • • , N will t 
have · pairwise the same greatest common divisor. 
In Chapter II of this thesis . we present a survey 
of . the known results concerning the·Erdtls-Rado theorem • . In 
Nt 
addition we . include a . number of new results . In Chapter . III 
we return to our . main problem, discuss some of the known 
results and present some new results on the behaviour of · 
f(n,k). 
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Let A E. } • Let J = {F 
l 1 F E' J, F (l A 1 :/: 4>}. Then 
n T - (n-1). 
n-1 T h en A /l F = ~: 
for FE :}~ 
L: } )1'(. A-; ~ 
Then 
I J *1' 1 and > (k-2) n T - (k-2)(n-1) + 1. 
n T - (n-1). 
n- 1 
Let 
n-1 
Then 
Let 
A:/l F = 4l for F ~ J; and I J: I ~ (k-3) n T - (k-3) (n-1)+1. 
n-1 
Let A f"'l*, Then A flA =AnA =A ()A = 4>. Repeat this 
3 J'2 1 2 1 3 2 3 
process. A!: stage k-1 we have sets A A 
' 
... , A such 
1 2 k-1 
that A i () Aj ... 4> 1 < i < j < k - 1, and a family Jt~-1 such ' -
that A fl F = <II for icl,2, ••. ,k-land every F f }* and i k-1 
I J :_ 1 I > 1. Let A k be any set in } :-1. Then 
A (\A = 4> for 1 < i < j < k. This completes the proof of 
i j 
the theorem. 
It follows from theorem 2.1.1 that ~(n,k) exists 
and satisfies 
(2.1.2) ~(n,k) < Tn 
and 
(2.1.3) ~(n,k) ~ (k-1) n ~(n-l,k) - (k-l)(n-1). 
Moreover, one can show easily by induction on n, that (2.1.3) 
implies 
~ 
., 
.,. 
.. 
.. 
~ 
' ·~ 
.. 
. 
J 
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(2.1.4) n { n-1 (k-1) 1- l t 
t~~al (t+l)! (k-l)t }. 
~ (n ,.k) < n 1 
The upper bound for ~(n,k) given by (2.1.4) has not in 
general been improved, but some known values of '(n,k) 
indicate that this result is not best possible. We shall 
return to this in section 2.3 where we discuss some known 
v&lues of ~(n,k). 
§2.2 Lower bounds for i(n,k) 
Theorem 2.2.1 For all positive integers a,b and k, with 
k l, 3, we have: 
(2.2.1) '(a+b,k) > ~(a,k)~(b,k). 
-
!!:~ Let Ja • { Ap A2v • 0 • ~ A ~ 4>(a 8 k) , 
and 
Jb • { B 1' B2' e o o ' B ~ ( b, klt be families of 
sets having the desired property (that is, no k of the 
A's and no k of the ·B•s have pa1rwise the same intersection). 
As the notation implies, each A has a elements and each 
B has b elements . We also take for granted that 
Ai() Bj • ~for all i and j. 
Let j. {AiUBj:i•l,2, ••.• ~(a,k), j•l,2, ••• ,~(b,k)}. 
It is clear that the number of sets in ~ is ~(a,k)~(b,k) 
and that each member of :; has a+b elements. The proof 
of the theorem will be complete if we show that no k members 
·of Jr have pairwise the same intersection. 
.. 
.  
) 
' 
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Suppose there exist di.stl.nct sets F , F F i ' ••• ' n 1 2 k 
and a set. S C U 3' such that 
(2.2.2} F () F =S, i,j=l,2, •.• ,k, i , j . i j 
Let f = A UB for i=l,2, •.• ,k. Partition the elements of i mi ni 
into two sets sl and s2, an element being placed in sl if% 
belongs to lJ }a and in S 2 if it belongs to 
is not difficult to see, using (2.2.2) that 
U J.. then it 
b 
(2.2.3) A n A = S 1 , i, j =1, 2, ... , k, i ;. j . 
mi mj 
and 
(2.2.4) B n B = s2 , i,j=1,2, ••• ,k, i; j. 
ni nj 
If the sets A , A , .•• ,A are all distinct, or if the sets 
ml m2 mk 
s 
B ,B are all distinct, then we have a contradiction. 
n 
1 
n 
2 
Hence two of the A must be identical and two of the B must 
mi ni 
be identical . Thus in view of (2.2.3) and (2.2.4), we have 
A .. A = Cl • f . ""' A and B = B = . .. B 
ml m2 mk nl n2 nk. 
Hence F .. F .. . . ,, = F k. This contradicts the fact that the 1 2 
F's were chosen as distinct subsets of Jr. The proof of the 
theorem is now complete. 
Theorem 2.2.1 and the fact that $(l,k)•k-l implies that 
(2.2.5) 
n $(n,k) 1. (k-1) • 
This result was obtained by Erd~s and Rado, but by a different 
argument. It is clea~ howeve~ that any improvement on (2.2.5) 
for a fixed value of n will automatically yield a better lower 
bound for $(n,k) for all larger values of n. With this 
' 'I 
.. 
:0 
... 
,J 
' :r 
.... 
.. 
J 
•·. 
.•. 
· ~ ·. 
' , : 
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in mind we turn our attention to the derivation of a new 
lower bound for ~(2,k). We prove 
Theorem 2.2.2 ~ (k-1) 2 + ~, if . k is even· (2.2.6) ~(2,k) > 2 k(k-1), if k is odd. 
Proof We first take the case where k is even . and let 
k = 2R. Let 
' Jrl = {. ( i 'j) . 
J2 a { (i 'j) 
i = 1,2, ••• , R.; j=2R. +1, .•. ' 4R. · -1} 
i=R.+l, •••• · 2R. -1; j=3R. ' ... , 4R. -1} 
J3 = { ( i , j ) : R. + 1 < i . < j ~ 2 R. } 
J4= {(i,j) 2R. ~ i < j ~ 3R. -1}. 
Then clearly 
I 11 I ... t < 2 R. -1 > 
I J21 DR.( R. -1) 
1131 = I J~+l = 
Let J = J
1 
}. u 1.. 
3 4 
Since the families 
and J4 are . disjoint we have 111 = 1111 + 1~1 + 1~1 + 1~1 
= R.(2R. -l)+R.(R.-1)+2(~) 
= (k-1) 2 + k-2. 
-r 
It is not difficult t9 check that if 1 < t ~ 4R. - 1 then t . 
appears in at most k-1 members of J. Hence if k members 
of J are to have pairwise the same int~rsection they must be 
pairwise disjoint. This contradicts the fact that 
- 8 -
This completes the proof · for k 
even. 
We now take the case of k being odd and let 
k Zl 2R. +L Let 
Jl - {(i,j) 1 < i < j ~k}. Then 1.1\ I .. (k) . 2 
}2· {(i,j) k + 1 < i < j < 2k} . Then I~ I .. ( ~ ) . 
-
-
Let J • } 1 U } 2 • Then I J I a I ~ I + I ~ I = ( ~ ) + ( ~) = k ( k -1) . 
To complete the . proof we need to show that no k memb-ra of 
jr have pairwise the same intersection. Now each of 
1,2, ..• ,2k appears in k-1 members of~. Hence if k sets 
are to have pairwise the same intersection they must . be · 
pairwise disjoint, but this would contradict the . fact · that 
2(1+1) > a.t +1 • k • IU.A I • I u~ I· Hence no k sets have 
pairwise the same intersection. The proof of the theorem 
is . now complete. 
Theorem 2.2.3 
(2.2.7) 
n {(2 1 k)~ , if n is even > n-1 - (k-l)$(2,k)~p if n is odd. ~(n,k) 
Proof · This theorem can be easily proved by using (2.2.1) 
and iterating. 
It is clear that · (2.2.6) and (2.2.7) will yield a 
better lower . bound. for •<n,k) thap that given by (2.2.5) for 
all k > 3 and n > 2. 
- -
I ) 
I 
. 
), 
' 
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,The preceeding three theorems, with the exception 
of the second part of theorem 2.2.2, which is new, were 
proved by H.L. Abbott [2]. 
While the known upper and lower bounds for ~(n,k) 
are quite far apart, we can still gain a little more insight . 
into the behaviour of ~(n,k). We prove the following theorem 
which was brought to the attention of H.L. Abbott in a 
written correspondence from P. Erdos. 
1 
Theorem 2.2.4 For fixed values · of k lim ~(n,k)~ exists. 
n-+co 
Proof For a·fixed k we denote ~(n,k) by ~(n) and let 
1 
a a lim in£ $(n)~ 
n-+QO 
1r 
< lim sup ~(n) = e. 
- n-+co 
It follows easily from (2.2.1) that 
(2.2.8) b ~(bR.) ~ ~(R.) 0 
Suppose first that B < =. Let E > o be given. Let R. be the 
least positive integer for which 
1 
(2.2.9) ~(R.)-r > e-~ 
Let n a bR. + r, 0 ~ r . ~ R.- 1. Then ~(n)=~(bR.+r)~ ~(bR.). 
1 1 
Hence ~(n)~ = ~(bR. +r)b!+r 
1 
> ~ ( b R. ) l)I"+'F 
= ~(bR.)rt ( 1+1r/bt) > 
.::: 
.. 
. , 
J 
;. 
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where we have used (2.2.8) and (2.2.9). 
1 
Hence a = . lim inf Hn) n > s - e:. 
Since e: is arbitrary we have a = a. 
The case where a = = can be disposed of in a very . 
similar manner. Let N be a positive number and let t 
1 
be the least integer for which •(t)T > N. Then . if n=bt + r, 
0 < r . ~ t - 1 we get, by the same argument used above, 
> N 1/l+TI 
It follows that a ~ N and hence that a = ~ • 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
§2.3 Exact values of t(n,k) 
It is obvious that •(1,~) = k-1 for all values 
of k. Erd~s and Rado [4] observed that 
Theorem 2.3.1 
(2.3.1) .(2,3) = 6 
Proof That •(2,3) ~ 6 foll9ws from (2.1.4) and it is 
not difficult to see that in . the family 
{(1,2), (1,3), (2,3), (4,5), (4,6), (5,6)} 
no three sets have pairwise the same intersection. 
Up to the present these were the only known 
values of •<n,k) and the evaluation of •(n,k) for larger 
,_· .
., ,: 
.-.:: 
.. :~ 
, 
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values of n and k seems to be a _very difficult prob-
lem. However, we have . been able · to evaluate •(2,4) and 
•(3,3). We state the results and some consequences, but 
since the proofs are somewhat long we do not · present them 
here. A sketch of the argumen~ used is found in the 
Appendix. 
Theorem 2.3.2 
(2.3.2) •<2,4) "' 10. 
Note that ( ~.1.4) yields only •(2,4) < 15. 
Corollary 
(2.3.3) •(n,4) < n! 3n {s -1 n,-l t . } • 
- 9· 9 r ct+l)! 3t-2 
tff2 
Proof This follows easily from (2.1.3) and (2.3.2). 
Theorem 2.3.3 
(2.3.4) .(3,3) • 20. 
Corollary 
(2.3.5) 
Proof 
Note that (2.1.4) yields only •(3,3) < 32. 
~(n,3) < n! 2n{l~ - 1 n-1 t } 
· 12 a L <t+l)! 2t-3 . 
t=3 
This foll9ws easily from (2.1.3) and (2.3.4). 
Any result · of this type will not improve the 
general upper bound by more than a constant factor. 
However, Theorem 2.3.3 together with (2.2.1) yields a 
0 ,, 
.. 
, 
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substantially better lower bound for ~(n,3), We have the 
following 
Corollary 
(2.3.6) 
n 
~(n,3) > c(20) "! 
§2.4 Some unsolved problems ·· eoncerning $(n,k) 
In this section we state some unsolved problems 
and make some brief statements about them. 
1. Does there exist an absolute constant c, such that 
Erd~s and Rado [4] conjectured that such a constant does -
exist. 
2~ Let Ap A2, • fl • ' A be sets, no k Qf which ~(n,k) 
have pairwise the same intersection and let A = Htf) A • 
i=l i 
Can one give bounds for !AI in terms of n,k or ~(n,k)? 
What other information could one give concerning the 
structure of A? 
3. Can the existence of ~(n,k) be established solely 
by using a special case . of Ramsay's Theorem [7] , which 
can be formulated as follows? 
Let t . and k ~ 3 .be poaitive integers. Then 
there exists a least positive integer h(t,k) such that if 
G is a complete graph with more than h(t,k) vertices 
and if the . edges of G are colored in any way in k colors 
:·.· 
)·:.\ :J 
.·· 
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then there . results a complete subgraph of G with k . 
vertices all of whose edges hkve the same · color. 
Let {Al, Az, •• 0 ' A . } be · a family of sets $(n;k) 
such that each set has n elements and no k of the sets 
have pairwise the same intersection, · Form all possible 
intersections Ai n Aj, i; j, and denote the family of 
distinct intersections by {I 1 , I 2 , ••• , 
a complete . graph with vertices Pl, Pz• 
I } • 
t 
... ' 
' 
Let G 
p 
~(n,k) 
Color the edges of . G in t colors Clt ;_:c2, ••• , ct 
by coloring the edge joining Pi and Pj color c r 
if A n A = I ~ Then a simple argument s~ows that G 
i j r 
be 
contains no complete subgraph on k vertices . all of whose 
edges have the same color • . It . follows that 
(2.4.1) h(t,k) ~ ~(n,k). 
In proving (2.4.1) we are · making use of the 
fact tha~ ~(n,k) exists. Cani one· use Ramsay's Theorem to 
prove the existence of $(n,k)? 
.. 
.. 
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CHAPTER III 
AN EXTREMAL PROBLEM IN NUMBER THEORY 
§3.1 
For . the convenience of the reader we restate the 
problem here. Let n and k be positive integers with 
n ~ k ~ 3. Denote by f(n,k) the largest positive integer for 
which there exists a set S of f(n,k) integers satisfying 
(i) S £ {1,2, ••• ,n} and 
(ii) no k members of S have pairwise the 
same greatest common divisor. 
The problem of determining f(n,k) appears to be difficult 
and at the present time all known · upper and · lower bounds for 
f(n,k) are quite far apart. P. Erdtls [3] proved tha~ there 
is an absolute constant · c. > 1 such that for every E> 0 and 
every fixed k. 
(3.1.1) c 
log n 
log log n 3 + € 
< f(n,3)~f(n,k)~n~ 
provided n > n (k,E) • . H.L. Abbott [2] proved that · for 
- 0 
every E> 0 and every fixed k and m 
(3.1.2) 
provided n > n (k,m,E) 
0 
f ( n , k) > { $ ( .m, k ) } 
log n 
( .m!- E) 1 o g . 1 o g n . 
i · 
, .. 
··:: 
~::'f 
··,1 
., 
·.r. 
, 
-15-
We now investigate partially the case where k~~ . 
with n. We prove the following theorems: 
Theroem 3.1.1 
(3.1.3) 
provided 
Theorem 3.1.2 
(3.1.4) 
Let a>O and e>O be given. Then 
~ ·-e 
I +a 
n < f(n, [log~n]) < n 
~+e . 
2a+4 
Let t 2 2 be an integer. Then 
.(1 -e:)n 
(log n)t 
for every e>O provided n> n (t,e). 
- 0 
To prove thebrems 3.1.1 and 3.1.2 we need the 
following lemma: 
Lemma. Let t and k be positive integers and let 
p p 1' 2' •••• Ptk · be the first tk . primes. (Pr denotes the 
rth prime). Let St be the . set of the t k numbers 
. . . 
where (s-l)k+l · < i : < sk for s~l,2, ..• t • 
- s-
members of St have pairwise the . same . greatest 
common · divisor. 
Then no k+l 
Proof The l~mma is Qbviously t~ue when t=l. 
Assume that the lemma· holds for all positive int~gers 
< t •. Suppose St+l has k+l members Al' A2 , ... ,Ak+l 
which. have pairwise the ' same . greatest common divisor. Let 
... ,, 
.... 
i: 
:. ~. 
,, 
· .. : 
· .. ) 
'• .-~· 
-16-
Ai ''''" NiPi', where N f S and the P1 are primes satisfying i t . i 
Since there are k+l primes Pi chosen from a set of k primes 
these cannot .all be distinct. Suppose, without loss of 
generality, that P!•P;. Then P\ I (A1 ,A2) and hence P\ld. 
Hence P~ I (Ai,Aj) for each i.j=l,2, ... ,k+l. But PI is 
different from any prime divisor of any number in St. Thus 
I I I Pl "'P2 • ••• "'Pk+l' Hence N1, N2, .•• , !k+l are all 
different and have. pairwise the greatest common · divisor d pi' 
1 
But this contradicts the fact that no k+l . members of St 
have pairwise the same greatest common. divisor. 
Thus no k+~ members of St+l have- pairwise the 
same greatest common divisor. This proves the lemma. 
Observe that the largest number in St is 
N = P P k.,.P k' We thus have 
k 2 t 
(3.1.5) ) ,t. f (N k+l · > "" 
' -
We now prove. Theorem 3.1.2. Let t~2 be a fixed 
1 
positive integer and set k= · 
Number Theorem (P tv r log r :, r 
[1:: J Then by the Prime 
[6] p.lO) we have 
t +.. 
N =IT Pmk rV 1 I_ mk log mk 
m=l m=l 
rv t!(k log k)t 
"' t! log 
< n 
'2 
~;l 
;.! 
....... 
~:i ( ,. •·. 
·;: 
~.~~ 
~A 
.. :.~ 
J·\ 
... :.: 
,.:; 
-. :  
~; 
.,, 
r '· ·~ 
. :~;
• ~4 
.... !. 
' 
,. 
:~ 
·.: 
··: 
·\ 
' ... 
.. 
.. 
', \ 
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Hence, for all sufficiently large n, we have 
(3.1.6) 
also 
(3.1. 7) 
provided 
1 
N < n, 
kt .. [ n {- Jt > ( J . 1\t > 
log n \iog n / 
n > n (t,e). 
- 0 
Now (3,1.5),(3.1.6) and . (3.1.7) imply 
l 
(1-e)n 
(log n)t 
f (n, [ n t]) > f(N,[nt]) > f(N k+l) > kt > (1-e)n • 
- ' - - (16g n)t 
This establishes (3.1.4) and Theorem 3.1.2 is proved. 
To obtain the lower bound in (3.1.3) choose 
k • [log«nJ - 1 and t = t(l+«~ot0; log n] 
Then for all sufficiently large n, we have 
t t 
(3.1.8) N "'T[P < (l+e) IT mk log mk m=l mk · m=l 
t 
< (l+e:)t t! kt IT log mk 
m""l 
< ( 1+ €) t t! kt (log tk)t < . n. 
log n 
_ log n 
(l+<l)log log n = (ealog log n) (l+a)log log n 
a T+Ci' log n 
= e 
a 
T-FCi' 
= n th~n for sufficiently large n, we have 
; . 
. ·, 
·.: 
· .: 
... 
(3.1.9) 
- 18 -
> n 
__g_ -€ 
l+a 
Now (3.1.5), (3.1.8) and (3.1.9) yield 
a -€ 
f(n, [logan]) ~ f(N,k+l) ~ kt ~ nr+a 
This establishes the lower bound in (3.1.3). 
In order to obtain the upper bound given in (3.1.3) 
..... 
~ .; .. 
; 
we use a modification of the argument used by ErdHs to obtain ~ 
the upper bound given .by (3.1.1). 
... , 
{1,2, ..• ,n}, where R. = 
a } be an arbitrary subset of 
R. 
Split the a's into two classes. In the first class put those 
a's whic~ have at least[ log n ]au distinct prime l2 ( 2+a) log log n 
factors. Denote by w1 , w2 , ••• the squarefree integers not 
exceeding n which have exactly u prime factors. Every number 
·.· 
of the first class is a m»ltiple of some wi, hence tb~ num-
ber of integers of the first class · is at most 
I _l_ 
.!!. pi < n pi u l - n(log . 1-q,g 
n+.B ) 
w < n < 
i i u! . • • u. 
where B is & constant (see [~] p.351). Stirling's formula 
· for - u~ and some straightforward calculations show that 
.• 
,, 
.) 
; :·~  ·-:~. 
' .---~ 
.'{:_ 
·-~ 
. I··· . . 
... ; l ,: 
··I· 
J . . . 
< 1 2 n 
2a+ 3 + e: 
2a+ 4 
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for eve;ry e: > 0 if n is sufficiently 
Hence the number of integers of the · second . class 
2a+3 
is greater than 1 n 2a+4 
2 
+ e: 
Consider the unique factoriza~ion 
(3.1.10) 
where each prime factor of Ai occurs with an exponent greater 
than one and Bi is squarefree. It is known [5 ]that the 
number of integers m~n all of whose prime factors occur 
with an exponen~ greater than . one is less than c n~, where 
c is a constant. Hence there are at least 
a+ 1. + e: . 
_l n 
2c 
2a+4 integers ai with the same Ai. That is, we have 
j 
(3.1.11) ai = ·A B 1 ' j < r, j ij ij 
,a+l + 0: 
r > -L n 2(i+4 Ai = A. 2c j 
Now the n4mbe~ of prime factors of the squarefree number Bi _ 
is less · than . u. For all sufficiently ~arge n, we have 
.• 
; •-' 
. ·~ 
., 
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....s±l- + E 
1 . 2a+4 
-n > 
2c 
Hence from (2.1.4) and the basic principle stated in· 
Chapter I there are at . least [logan] B's and h~nce by 
(3.1.11) at least [logan] a's which have paitwise the 
same greatest . common divisor. This proves the upper 
'!).Qund in (3.1.3) and . completes the .proof . of Theorem 
3.1.1. 
h(a)+o(l) 
It would be nice to prove f(n,[logan]) = n 
and determine h(a). However, we . could not do it. 
A paper based on this chapter has been accepted 
for publication in the Canadian Mathematical Bulletin. The 
referee of the paper suggested the following improvement on 
Theorem 3.1.2 
Theorem 3. L 3 Let 0 < a < 1. Then f(n,[na]) = (l+o(l)~ n, a 
where ca is a constant depending only on . a. 
Proof - It is well known. that the number of integers 
~ :. n all -of whose prime factors are< na is (l+D(l))can' 
(c is a continuous function of a). This set of integers 
a 
clearly does not- contain a subset of 2 + n{na) terms which 
have pairwise the · same greatest · common divisor. Hence 
(3.1.12) 
) 
f . ·. 
! · . ~ 
.. 
,.·.; 
-2i-
is a subsequence ai . < 
1 
••• <a , r>na 
i 
r 
any two terms of which 
have the same greatest common divisor. By the continuity_ 
of ca as a function of a there is an · n•n(&) and a sub~e7 . 
quence aj
1
< •.• < ajs' s> :.nn, so that the gr~at~st prime 
(a+ t/2) 
factor Pj of · aj , l ~ u ~ s is greater - than n 
u u 1-a-&/2, 
Now consider . the n~mbers 
1 ~ u· .. ~ s, s >nn. Thus there is a d so that bu . .. d has 
more than a+ &/2 a nn · >n solutions and this d is the 
greatest . common divisor in question. It · fo~1ows from this 
that 
(3.1.13) 
and hen~e it follows from (3.1.12) and (3.1.13) that · 
f(n,[na]) m (l+o(1))c n. a 
:-.. ~ 
' 
,. 
,, 
i ·~ 
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APPENDIX 
In this appendix we outline the proofs of theorems 
2.3.2 and 2.3.3 which were stated in Chapter II. 
Theorem 2.3.2 q,(2,4) a 10. 
Proof That q,(2,4)~ 10 follows from (2.2.6). To 
prove that 41(2,4) ~ 10 we consider any family of 11 setst 
each set with 2 elements. We a6sume that no 4 of these sets 
have pairwise the same intersection and wish to get . a con~ 
tradiction. 
Clearly, we may assume that no element appears 
in more than 3 sets. If ther~ are n 1 elements which appear 
exactly once, n2 elements which appear exactly twice, and 
n
3 
elements which appear exactly 3 times then 
(l) 
Suppose 2 elements a,b appear exactly once 
and appear together, that is, in the same set. Then 
by (l) there must be at least one element c which appears 
at most twice. 
We have at . worst 
(.!J2.) (E.2) (c-) (d-) (d-) (g) (e-) (e-) (f - ) (f-)(.=.::) 
where the underlined sets are pairwise disjoint. Hence we 
.. 1 
:i 
j 
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may assume that if 2 elements appear exactly once they 
do not appear together. 
Suppose 2 elements a,b appear exactly once 
and we have (ac),(bd) where c; d. Replace (ac) by 
(be). Then if the resulting family is to have 4 sets with 
pairwise the same intersection these sets must include 
(be) and must be pairwise disjoint. That is (be), (pq), 
(rs), and (tu) are pairwise disjoint. Thus c does not 
appear among p,q,r,s,t,u. Moreover a does not appear 
among p,q,r,s,t,u since a appears only once in the 
original family. Hence (ac),(pq), (rs), and (tu) are . pair-
wise disjoint. Hence if elements a and b appear 
exactly once we must have (ac), (be). It also follows 
from this that if a,b,c appear exactly once we must have 
(ad), (bd), (cd) and that there cannot be 4 or more elements 
which appear exactly once . 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
There are thus four cases to be considered: 
3 elements a,b,c appear exactly once in which 
case we have . (ad), (bd), ( --1.) 
2 1 t a b appear 
exactly once in which 
e emen s , 
case we have (ac), (be) 
1 element appears exactly once 
no element appears exactly once. 
- 24 -
We present the details of the argument for case 
1 only. 
Case 1 If 3 elements a,b,c appear exactly once then, 
by (1), we have one of 
~) 2 elements each appear exactly twice 
~) 5 elements each appear exactly twice. 
Case l(a) Suppose 2 elements d,e each appear exactly 
twice. Then by , , , ,m say, ( 1) there are 5 elements f g h k 
each of which appears exactly 3 times. At worst we have 
one of 
(i) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
(iv) 
(!.V (b f) ( c f) (.~) (dg) (e-) (&.h) (g-) (h-) (h-) <=> 
(!.f) (bf) (cf) (!!&) (dh) (eg) (eh) (g-) (h-)(=.:) 
(!.V (bf) (cf) (£&) (dh) (ek) (eg) (g-) (k-) (k-) <=) 
(af) (bf) (cf) (dg) (dh) (ek) (em) (g-) (g-) (pq) (rs), 
where in cases (i),(ii) and (iii) the underlined sets are 
pairwise disjoint. In (iv) we take (af), (dg) one of 
(ek), (em) and one of (pq), (rs) since one of k,m does 
not appear in one of (pq), (rs). 
Case l(b)Suppose 5 elements d,e,f,g,h each appear exactly 
twice. Then by (1) there are 3 element& k~m,n each of 
which appears exactly 3 times. Clearly two of d,e,f,g,h 
say d and e, must appear together. Moreover one of 
f,g,h, say f, does not appear with d or e. 
., 
At worst we 
., 
.. ~ 
:I 
i 
., 
.., 
·~ 
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have (!1) (bk) (ck) (ll) (d-) (e-)(,~) (f-) (m-) (in-)<.: .. :). 
Cases 2,3, and 4 can be disposed of in a very 
similar manner. 
We turn our attention now to the proof tha~ 
~(3,3) • 20. The proof depends heavily on the following 
Lemma 
(a) Let } be a family of . 6 sets, each set with 
2 elements, no 3 members of } having pairwise the same 
intersection. 
Then 
'} .. { (ab), (ac), (be), (de), (df), (ef)}. 
{b) Let J be a family of 5 sets, each set with 
2 elements, no 3 members of J having pairwise the same 
intersection. 
Then either 
J "" { (ab), (ac), (be), (de); (df)} 
or 
} ""{(ab),{ac),(bd),(ce),(de)} 
Proof ' (a) Let {(ab),(cd),{ef),(gh),{ij),(kl)} be 
a family of sets having the desired property. Clearly no 
element appears in 3 or more sets. We may also assume that 
'··~. 
., 
\ 
} · 
.. ·_;. 
i 
' ) 
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no element appears in exactly one. set, since if this were 
the case we would have three sets which are pairwise disjoint~ 
We may therefore assume that each element appears in exactly . 
two sets and in view of this we may assume, without loss 
of generality, that a = c and b = e. 
The case d = f clearly leads to a family whose 
structure is the same as that given in the statement of 
the lemma. We may therefore assume d ; f and also without 
loss of generality that d • g . We then have 
{ (ab), (ad) 1 (bf), (dh) 1 (ij), (kl)}. 
Now f • h is impossible since . it implies (ij) = (kl). We 
may therefore assume f = i, say. Then h a j is impossible 
since thi~ would imply k and 1 appear once only. Hence we 
must have h • k and j • 1, say. The resulting family is · 
{ (ab), (ad), (bf) 1 (dh), (fj) 1 (hj)} 
in which 3 sets (ab) 
1
(dh) and (fj) are pairwise disjoint . 
This completes the proof of the . first part of the lemma. 
The proof of part (b) is similar and will there-
fore be omitted. 
Now we prove 
Theorem 2.3 . 3 ~(3,3) .. 20. 
. ~j 
., 
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Proof That ~(3.3) ~ 20 follows from the fact that in 
the following family of sets, no 3 sets have pairwise the 
same intersection: 
{(abc), (abd), (ace) • (adf) • (aef) • (be£) t (bde) a. 
(bef), (cde), (cdf), (mnp), (mnq), (nip:j:'), (mqs), (mrs), 
(nps).(nqr).(nrs),(pqr),(pqs)}. 
To show that ~(3,3) ~ 20 we consider an arbitrary 
family } of 21 sets each with 3 elements. We have to show 
that 3 of the sets have pairwise the same intersection. 
It is clear that if an element appears in more 
than 6 members of . ] there is no problem. Hence we may 
· assume that each element appears in at most 6 sets. Also 
if no element app~ars in more than 4 members of }we have, 
at worst, 
(~)(a--)(a--)(a--)(b--)(b--)(b--)(c--)(c--) 
(c--)(£!f)(d--)(d--)(d--)(e--)(e--)(e--)(f--) 
(f--) (f--) <.:..:..::> 
where the underlined sets are pairwise disjoint. 
The importance of the lemma now becomes clear. 
If an ·element a appears in 6 sets then these sets are com-
pletely determined and in f act must be . 
(abc)(abd)( acd)(aef)(aeg)(afg). 
.! 
., 
r. 
· ,-: 
'•' ,., 
' ~ 
' 
r 
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In addition, if an element a appears in exactly 5 sets 
we must have one of 
(a) (abc)(abd)(acd)(aef)(aeg) 
(b) (abc) (abd) (acf) (ade) (aef). 
Suppose (abc) is a member of J and that a,b and c 
each appear in 6 sets. Then we must have 
~ • {(abc), (abd), (acd), (aef), (aeg), (afg), (bed), 
(bpq),(bpr),(bqr),(cxy),(cxz),(cyz)} 
as a sub family of J. If e,f,p,q,x,y are all different 
the sets (aef),(bpq) and (cxy) are pairwise disjoint. Hence 
without loss of generality we . may assume e · = p. If 
e,f,q,r,x,Y are all different the sets (aef),(bqr) and (cxy) 
are pairwise disjoint. Hence we may assume either f = q 
or f = x or q = x. If f = q or f ~ x then f appears in at 
most 2 members of 
2 members of } - J. l 
Also e appears in at most 
and d in at most 3 . Thus, in view of 
the fact that ~~I = 13 there is one member of J- -'i which 
does not contain. any of a,b,c,d,e,f. Thfs set and the sets 
(aef) and (bed) are therefore pairwise disjoint. The case 
where q = x can be disposed of in a very simi~ manner and 
w~ find that one member of J - i7 
(beq) are pairwise disjoint. 
and the sets (acd) and 
The above discussion indicates the type of argument 
··i 
·I ll 
l 
:1 
I 
.I 
j 
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that is to be used. We select a set (abc) in } and specify 
the number of sets containing a, b, and c. Let 
}1 "' {F:F € J ,F ~ (abc) ;~}. The structure of ~ is 
.:rl 
then largely determined. We then show that either three 
. members of } 1 are pairwise disjoint or one member of 1- J.1 
and two members of J 1 are pairwise disjoint. 
We present the details of the argument in what 
is the most difficult case, namely, the case where a,b and 
c each appear in 5 sets, By the Lemma, ~ must be one of 
the following: 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
{(abc), (abd), (acd), (aef), (aeg), (bed), (bpci), 
(bpr), (c--), (c--)} 
{(abc), (abd), (acd), (aef), (aeg), (bcq) , (bdr), (bqr), 
(c--),(c--)} 
{(abc), (abd), (acd), (aef), (aeg), (bpq), (bpr), (bqr), 
c--), (c--), (c--)} 
{(abc), (abd), (ace), (adf), (aef), (bed), (bpq), (bpr), 
(c--), (c--)} 
{(abc), (abd), (ace), (ad f), (aef), (bpq), (bpr), (bqr), 
(c--), (c--), (c--)} 
{(abc}, (abd), (ace), (adf), (aef), (bcq), (bdr), (bqr), 
(c--), (c--)}. 
In case 1, d appears in at most 2 members of } - J1, 
4 S.i n c e I 11 Ia 1 0 p appears in at most 3 and q in at most • 
~~ 
~·· 
. ·\ 
-.~ 
: ~~ 
~-1 
?! 
'·I 
;j 
If 
1.; 
•.i 
; 
-~ 
~ 
I 
~: 
j 
' ~ l 
i 
I 
·l 
;\ 
l 
:l 
\ j 
~ 
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there is a set in } - } 1 which d~es not contain any of 
a,b,c,d,p,q. This set and (acd) and (bpq) ~re therefore 
pairwise disjoint. 
In case 2, d appears in at most 2 member of J- } 1 and 
J - '1. q and r each appear in at most 3 members of J 1 • 
Hence (acd), . (bqr) and a set in J- } 1 are pairwise 
disjoint. 
In case 3, d,p and q each appear in at most 3 me~bers of 
Y. }1. Since I } 1 1 = 11, (acd), (bpq) and a set 
in } - J 1 are pairwise disjoint. 
In case 4, d appears in at most 2 members of J - J 1 and 
e and f each appear in at most 3. Hence (aef),{bcd) and a 
set in } - J 
1 
are pairwise disjoint. 
In case 5, we observe first that e is different 
from at least two o~ p,q,r. Thus (ace) and (bpq), say, are 
disjoint. Also e,p, and q each appear in at most 3 members 
of j - J 1 • Since I } 1 I = 11, (ace), (bpq) and a set 
in } } 1 are pairwise disjoint. 
Case 6 presents some additional difficulties and 
we must examine more closely those members of · J 1 which 
contain c. Suppose one of the sets containing c (other than 
(abc),(ace)
1
(bcq)) does not contain d and let this set be 
(cxy) . Then (abd) and ~xy)are disjoint. Now d appears in 
j 
.I 
I 
1 
1 
J 
\ 
,, 
) 
i 
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at most 2 members of J } 1 and x and y each appear 
in at most 4. Since I 111 = 10 there is a set in 1 - } 1 
which is disjoint from (abd) and (cxy). Hence we ~ay assume 
that d appears in the two hitherto unspecified sets containing 
c. If f ' q the sets (ad£) and (bcq) are disjoint. Since d 
appears in at most 2 members of ] - Jt 1 and f and q each 
appear in at most 3, there is a set in J - J. 1 which is 
disjoint from (ad£) and (bcq). We may therefore assume f = q. 
Similarly we may assume e = r. The lemma then shows that 
the two remaining sets containing c must be (cd~) ~nd (cdf). 
Hence we have 
]
1 
= {(abc),(abd),(ace),(adf),(aef),(bcf),(bde), 
(bfe), (cde), (cdf) L 
Observe that every set in }1 is disjoint . from every set in 
J If no element appears in more than 4 members 
of then 2 members of J J 1 are disjoint 
and we have finished. Hence we may assume there is an 
element p which appears in 5 members of J } 1• By 
the lemma, 3 of the sets containing p must be of the form 
(pqr)~pq-),(pr-). If q orr appear in at most 4 sets then 
there is a set in J - } 1 which is disjoint from (pqr) 
an~ we have finished. Hence we may ass~me that eaah of q~r 
} - } 1 • Let appear in 5 members of 
}
2 
• {F:F (£ } - '} i' F 1'1 (pqr) +tl. We can now treat J 2 
in exactly the same way that we have treated 
} 1. If cases 
l 
l 
i 
I 
I 
i 
i 
i 
i 
! 
i 
I 
I 
I j 
l 
I 
·i 
I 
·; ,, 
! 
i 
l 
! 
; 
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1 - 5 hold there are two sets in } 2 which are . disjoint and 
we nave finished. Otherwise we have 
} 2 = { (pqr), (pqs), (prt), (psv), (ptv), (qrv), 
(qst), (qvt), (rst), (rsv)}. 
However we now have (abch(pqr) and the · remaining member of 
( J - } 1 ) - } 2 pairwise disjoint. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
5. 
6. 
7 • 
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